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Expanded selection of items on Advance Special screen.  

Added ability to indicate any finding when located by clock location to reference a half hour increment. 

Added ability to specify findings as “diffuse” and or “grouped”. Scattered distribution is non Birads preferred.  

Added to abnormality type, “fat necrosis”, “focal asymmetry”, and “global asymmetry”. 

Ability to reference any finding “in the biopsy cavity”, “in the lumpectomy cavity”, and “in the surgical site”.  

Added to special case category to reference finding as “fat necrosis”. 

Added to resolved category “due to tomographic imaging” when additional imaging resolved a finding.  
 

Macro capability added to Advance Specials screen, along with hide items. 
To create custom macros with data points and/or free 

text, select individual items on screen, next tap the  

Set Default & Macros button. Tap the Save as name 

macro button, label macro with identifiable expression.  
 

 

When completed tap OK button to save. As macros 

accumulate, the order on saved macros selection list  

can be altered by tapping on macro to select, and tap  

on Up Down buttons to reposition.    
 

 

Macro selection on Advance Specials. 

After the first macro is created, a Macro button 
appears just beneath time display in upper right  

corner of screen. Tap Macro button to select 
macro. After macro selected, additional 
modifiers can be added, for example, clock 
location, quadrants, new, stable, etc. 
 

To hide Items on Advance Specials screen. 
Tap Set Default & Macros button, then tap 

Hide/unhide listbox items button, click on items to 

hide in Select column. A Hide Old Birads button is 

available to hide non preferred Birads terminology. 

If access is needed to select hidden items, tap 

unlabeled button near select/preview window. 

 

Missing some of the advance features available in PenRad? Schedule our Application Specialists to come  

on-site and work with your staff and radiologists, so you can be assured you maximizing PenRad. 
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